
SPH simulations suggest that common 
envelope binary interactions can take 
place during a thermal pulse from an 

late AGB star donor.

Additional information
TP AGB phase
This late phase is characterized by periodical helium flashes in 
the lower layers that expand the star radius due to the energy 
release. Each pulse lasts a few centuries before contracting until 
the next He flash. Our pulse of interest (from the moment we 
mapped our star to the moment the star contracts to that size 
again) lasts around 300 years. Originally, it was suspected that 
the CE would not take place during this pulse.
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Introduction
Common envelope evolution (CEE) occurs in binary stars when 
one component engulfs the other.  Eventually the gas (envelope) is 
expelled from the system and the remnant cores may merge or 
become a compact binary. 

Justification
There is still too much we don’t know from these events. In this 
work we focused on:

✩ Using a thermally pulsating (TP) AGB star as the 
donor in the binary, pushing the limit of the primary 
evolutionary stage.

✩ Changing resolution and equation of states (EoS).
✩ Comparison with of the post--CE system to one with a 

RGB star donor

Method
✦ We created a 2M☉ star and evolved it until TP-AGB 

phase with the MESA code.
✦ Mapped/stabilised the resulting profile into the SPH 

code PHANTOM and put in a binary with a 0.6M☉ 
point mass companion at Roche Lobe overflow.

✦ Run the binary through CEE until self-regulated 
phase. 
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Results
✰ All models finished reached self-regulated phase at 

(roughly) the same final core separation (see Sink 
separation plot on Additional information).

✰ Simulations suggest that CEE can take place during a 
thermal pulse.

✰ Post-CE morphology depends on the evolutionary 
state of the donor.

✰ Only using a tabulated  EoS (accounting for 
recombination energy) we eject the entire envelope 
and the binary survives.


